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Mirage The Oregon Files 9 Clive Cussler
In World War Two a secret US military experiment caused a warship to
vanish at sea - but has the tech now fallen into the wrong hands? Juan
Cabrillo breaks into a Russian prison deep in the Siberian wastes to
rescue his friend Yuri Borodin - the man who helped build the topsecret spy ship Oregon. But when the mission goes badly awry, Juan is
left clutching the pieces of a disturbing puzzle: was Yuri arrested
because he had discovered the horrifying secret behind the sinister
designs of Russian admiral Pytor Kenin? Juan knows he owes it to his
friend to find out. With his own private army and a weapon based on
plans made by scientific genius Nikolai Tesla, Admiral Kenin is
someone only a fool would cross. However, with the weapon about to
start a war, Juan and the Oregon have no choice but to set course for
trouble. 'Cussler is hard to beat.' Daily Mail 'The adventure king.'
Sunday Express
A SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'Cussler is hard to beat' Daily Mail The
twelfth hair-raising Dirk Pitt thriller, which sees the adventurer
hunt for a fabulous hoard of Inca gold, before the richest prize known
to man is lost forever. A call for help from a stricken archaeological
expedition brings Dirk Pitt to a sacred well, high in the Andes. There
he confronts a band of ruthless art thieves, who plunder ancient sites
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for their precious artefacts. But soon Dirk Pitt faces even graver
danger, as he searches for a lost Spanish galleon and hunts for a
fabulous hoard of Inca gold. And in a desperate race against time,
Pitt must track down a sacred site - before the richest prize known to
man is lost to the world forever... 'Clive Cussler is the guy I read'
Tom Clancy 'The Adventure King' Daily Express
Featuring a chilling premise and a blistering pace, this stunning
novel by the author of "The Vault" combines all the best elements of a
blockbuster thriller with an intelligent and fascinating exploration
of one of the Old Testament's greatest mysteries.
Ex-CIA ship captain Juan Cabrillo leads the crew of the Oregon on a
quest to save a kidnapped politician in this adventure in the #1 New
York Times-bestselling series. Corsairs are pirates, and pirates come
in many different varieties. There are the pirates who fought off the
Barbary Coast in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,
the contemporary pirates who infest the waters of Africa and Asia, and
the pirates...who look like something else. When the U.S. secretary of
state’s plane crashes while bringing her to a summit meeting in Libya,
the CIA, distrusting the Libyans, hire Juan Cabrillo to search for
her, and their misgivings are well founded. The crew locates the
plane, but the secretary of state has vanished. It turns out Libya’s
new foreign minister has other plans for the conference, plans that
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Cabrillo cannot let happen. But what does it all have to do with a
two- hundred- year-old naval battle and the centuries-old Islamic
scrolls that the Libyans seem so determined to find? The answers will
lead him full circle into history, and into another pitched battle on
the sea, this time against Islamic terrorists, and with the fate of
nations resting on its outcome.
Lord of the Flies
Skeleton Coast
Inside the Cult of Bhagwan and Its Failed American Utopia
Rajneeshpuram
Piranha

Mirage is the new heart-in-the-mouth adventure thriller in the Oregon Files
from Clive Cussler. October 1943. A US Navy warship vanishes at sea off
the coast of Philadelphia. Its disappearance was rumoured to have been a
result of a classified military experiment into the effects of electromagnetic
radiation. The story has long since been considered a hoax. But Juan
Cabrillo and his colleagues aboard the top-secret spy ship Oregon aren't
convinced. Now, a powerful new weapon is for sale - one linked to genius
inventor Nikola Telsa, who was working with the Navy when he died in
1943. Was he responsible for the original Philadelphia experiment? Are his
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notes in the hands of his enemies? As Cabrillo and his crew race to
unearth the truth they discover that stakes are dangerously high. And it
may already be too late . . . Offering an irresistible combination of
breakneck pace and audacious plotting that Clive Cussler has made his
own, Mirage is state-of-the-art action-adventure. The ninth title in the
Oregon Files series, it is preceded by The Jungle and The Silent Sea. Praise
for Clive Cussler: 'Cussler is hard to beat' Daily Mail 'The Adventure King'
Sunday Express 'Clive Cussler is the guy I read' Tom Clancy
Explores the homogenization of American culture and the impact of the fast
food industry on modern-day health, economy, politics, popular culture,
entertainment, and food production.
Clive Cussler's bestselling Treasure will now be published in our popular
premium format with an exciting new cover.
Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the Oregon find themselves exposed when a
brilliant scientist blows their cover in the #1 New York Times–bestselling
series by the grand master of adventure. In 1902, the volcano Mt. Pelée
erupts on the island of Martinique, wiping out an entire city of thirty
thousand—and sinking a ship carrying a German scientist on the verge of
an astonishing breakthrough. More than a century later, Juan Cabrillo will
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have to deal with that scientist’s legacy. During a covert operation, Cabrillo
and the crew meticulously fake the sinking of the Oregon—but when an
unknown adversary tracks them down despite their planning and attempts
to assassinate them, Cabrillo and his team struggle to fight back against an
enemy who seems to be able to anticipate their every move. They discover
that a traitorous American weapons designer has completed the German
scientist’s work, and now wields extraordinary power, sending the
Oregonon a race against time to stop an attack that could lead to one man
ruling over the largest empire the world has ever known.
A Novel
Marauder
Treasure
Final Option
Sacred Stone
Juan Cabrillo and the Oregon crew's search for missing NASA
technology leads to a globe-trotting adventure in this novel in
the #1 New York Times-bestselling series. On December 7, 1941,
five brothers exploring a shaft on a small island off the coast
of Washington state make an exciting discovery, only to be
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interrupted by news of Pearl Harbor. In the present, Cabrillo,
chasing the remnants of a crashed satellite in the Argentine
jungle, makes a shocking discovery of his own. His search to
untangle the mystery leads him first to that small island and
its secret, and then much further back, to an ancient Chinese
expedition, and a curse that seems to have survived for over
five hundred years. If Cabrillo’s team is successful in its
quest, the reward could be incalculable. If not...the only
reward is death.
"Russell King has written the most definitive account of this
grand American saga. Rajneeshpuram is rich storytelling."
—Chapman and Maclain Way, directors of Wild Wild Country In
1981, ambitious young Ma Anand Sheela transported the Indian
guru Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh to the United States to fulfill his
dream of creating a utopia for his thousands of disciples. Four
years later, the incendiary Rajneeshpuram commune in Oregon
collapsed under the weight of audacious criminal conspiracies
hatched in its inner sanctum, including the largest bioterrorism
attack in US history, an unprecedented election fraud scheme,
and multiple attempted murders. Rajneeshpuram explores how this
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extraordinary spiritual community, featured in the Netflix
docuseries Wild Wild Country, went so wrong. Drawing from
extensive interviews with former disciples and an exhaustive
review of commune records, government and police files, and
archival materials, author Russell King probes the charismatic
power that Bhagwan (later known as Osho) and Sheela exercised
over the community and the turbulent legal and political
environment that left commune leaders ready to deceive, poison,
and even murder to preserve their home and their master.
Rajneeshpuram is a fresh examination of the Rajneesh story,
using newly available information and interviews with highranking disciples who have never before shared their stories.
When his mentor is killed while conducting vital underground
research into climate change, Philip Mercer launches an effort
to find answers and exact vengeance.
In Final Option, Juan Cabrillo fights the worst enemy from his
past to the terrifying and unexpected ending created by the
Grand Master of Adventure, Clive Cussler, in the latest actionpacked thriller in his #1 New York Times-bestselling series.
When the CIA realizes the identities of three American spies in
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Brazil have been compromised, they turn to Juan Cabrillo and the
crew of the Oregon to rescue the agents. What seems a routine
operation turns out to be a trap designed by Juan Cabrillo's
greatest enemy, a man driven by hate to seek the ultimate
revenge. At the heart of the plot is a state-of-the-art ship
that is identical to the Oregon: same weaponry, same technology,
same ability to evade capture. The only thing it doesn't have is
Cabrillo and his talented crew. But will they be enough to go up
against the one ship that rivals their own? The crew of the
Oregon must piece together a series of disturbing events,
including the mysterious sinking of a nuclear attack submarine
and the possible discovery of a WWII-era weapon that was thought
to be lost in the jungles of Brazil, in the ultimate game of cat
and mouse.
Pacific Vortex!
The Emperor's Revenge
The Awesome Book of One-Minute Mysteries and Brain Teasers
Golden Buddha
Shadow Tyrants

When NUMA team leader Kurt Austin finds his own memories of a dangerous mission
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aren't to be trusted, he must follow a trail of mysterious disppearances to the truth in this
novel in the #1 New York Times-bestselling series. After a narrow escape during a
perilous rescue operation to save the passengers and crew from a sinking yacht, Marine
adventurer Kurt Austin awakens with fragmented and conflicting memories. Did he see
an old friend and her children drown, or was the yacht abandoned when he came aboard?
For reasons he cannot explain, Kurt doesn’t trust either version of his recollection.
Determined to know the fate of his friend, he begins to search for answers, and soon finds
himself descending into a shadowy world of state-sponsored cybercrime, and uncovering
a pattern of vanishing scientists, suspicious accidents, and a web of human trafficking.
With the help of fellow NUMA operative Joe Zavala, he takes on the sinister organization
at the heart of this web, facing off with them in locations ranging from Monaco to North
Korea to the rugged coasts of Madagascar. But where he will ultimately end up even he
could not begin to guess.
Only Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the Oregon stand between two warring moguls and
global havoc in this thrilling suspense novel in Clive Cussler's #1 New York Times
bestselling series. Nearly two thousand years ago, an Eastern emperor charged a small
group with safeguarding secrets powerful enough to change the history of mankind. They
went down in legend as the Nine Unknown Men--and now two rival factions of their
descendants are fighting a mighty battle. Both sides think they are saving the world, but
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their tactics could very well bring about the end of humankind. Soon, Juan Cabrillo and
his team of expert operatives aboard the Oregon find themselves trapped between two
power-hungry adversaries, both of whom are willing to use shocking means to
accomplish their goals. Cabrillo and the team must divide and conquer as they fight dual
threats, which include a supercomputer at sea and satellites that can wipe out technology
across the globe--including the high-tech weapons on board the Oregon. The crew must
rely on their unique skills to stop the tyrants in their tracks and save the earth from a
dynasty of terror.
Juan Cabrillo faces a global deadly threat in Clive Cussler's The Jungle. Juan Cabrillo and
the crew of the Oregon are up against their smartest foe yet - but in their midst there is a
traitor . . . After losing their contract with the US government because of a daring raid too
far, Cabrillo and his crew of mercenaries with a conscience are earning money the hard
way: doing dirty, dangerous little jobs in the world's trouble spots. Now they've accepted
a mission deep to find a missing adventurer deep in the jungles of Myanmar. But it is not
long before Cabrillo and his team realise that they have been set up. Cabrillo - betrayed,
tortured and played for a fool - is angry that he's been used as a pawn in someone's deadly
scheme. But with the US nuclear launch codes up for grabs and a madman bent on using
them to hold millions of lives to ransom, he hasn't time to worry about revenge. He's got
to save the world first . . . The number-one bestseller Clive Cussler, author of the thrilling
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Dirk Pitt novels Treasure of Khan andTrojan Odyssey, and co-author Jack Du Brul tell a
gripping story of adventure, treachery and betrayal in the eighth Oregon Files novel. The
Jungle is preceded by Corsair and The Silent Sea. Praise for Clive Cussler: 'Frightening
and full of suspense . . . unquestionably entertaining' Daily Express 'All-action, narrow
escapes and the kind of unrelenting plot tension that has won Cussler hundreds of
millions of fans worldwide' Observer
A monumentally devastating plague leaves only a few survivors who, while experiencing
dreams of a battle between good and evil, move toward an actual confrontation as they
migrate to Boulder, Colorado.
Oregon Files #8
Vulcan's Forge
The First Oregonians
The Final Report of the National Commission on the Causes of the Financial and
Economic Crisis in the United States Including Dissenting Views
The Saboteurs
Chairman Juan Cabrillo and the rest of the Corporation's mercenaries fight to
stop a corrupt activist group from unleashing a viral attack in this #1 New York
Times-bestselling adventure from the Oregon Files. Captained by the rakish,
one-legged Juan Cabrillo and manned by a crew of former military and spy
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personnel, the Oregon is a private enterprise, available for any government
agency that can afford it. They've just completed a top secret mission against
Iran in the Persian Gulf when they come across a cruise ship adrift at sea.
Hundreds of bodies litter its deck, and, as Cabrillo tries to determine what
happened, explosions rack the length of the ship. Barely able to escape with
his own life and that of the liner’s sole survivor, Cabrillo finds himself plunged
into a mystery as intricate – and as perilous – as any he has ever known and
pitted against a cult with monstrously lethal plans for the human race . . . plans
he may already be too late to stop
It begins deep beneath the Pacific Ocean, where a nuclear bomb strikes at the
fiery hot heart of the earth. Churning, spewing boiling lava, a volcano rises with
unnatural speed from the ocean floor -- the source of a new mineral that
promises clean, limitless nuclear power. It continues in hot spots around the
globe: Hawaii, where a secessionist movement is about to turn violent and the
American army may be asked to fire on U.S. citizens; Washington, D.C., where
the subway system becomes the site of a running gun battle; the Far East,
where disrupted diplomatic negotiations jeopardize world peace; a rogue
Russian submarine, circling the infant volcano. Caught in the middle is Philip
Mercer, a geologist and a one-time commando with shady contacts in all the
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right (or is it wrong?) places. When Mercer learns that the daughter of an old
friend is being kept under armed guard in a local hospital, he vows to rescue
her, not knowing that this is the first step in unraveling the fantastic secrets of
Vulcan's Forge.
When a high-profile Russian prisoner warns of a deadly weapon designed by
one of America's greatest inventors, Juan Cabrillo and the Oregon crew must
race to uncover the truth in this adventure in the #1 New York
Times–bestselling series. In October 1943, a U.S. destroyer sailed out of
Philadelphia and supposedly vanished, the result of a Navy experiment with
electromagnetic radiation. The story was considered a hoax—but now Juan
Cabrillo and his Oregon colleagues aren’t so sure. There is talk of a new
weapon soon to be auctioned, something very dangerous to America’s
interests, and the rumors link it to the great inventor Nikola Tesla, who was
working with the Navy when he died in 1943. Was he responsible for the
experiment? Are his notes in the hands of enemies? As Cabrillo races to find
the truth, he discovers there is even more at stake than he could have
imagined—but by the time he realizes it, he may already be too late.
In 1926, on the advice of his doctor, former newspaperman William Caruthers,
whose writings appeared in most Western magazines during a career spanning
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more than 25 years, retired to an orange grove near Ontario, California. Once
there, he would go on to spend much of his time during the next 25 years in
the Death Valley region, witnessing the transition of Death Valley from a
prospector’s hunting ground to a mecca for winter tourists. This book, which
was first published in 1951, is William Caruthers’ personal narrative of the old
days in Death Valley—”of people and places in Panamint Valley, the Amargosa
Desert and the big sink at the bottom of America.” A wonderful read.
Ghost Ship
Loafing Along Death Valley Trails
The Dark Side of the All-American Meal
The Silent Sea
No Logo
This is a bold and original reinterpretation of almost all of Shakespeare's major
plays, in the light of the Marxist, feminist and semiotic ideas of our own time.
Through a set of tenaciously detailed readings, the book illuminates a number of
persistent problems or conflicts in Shakespearean drama - in particular a
contradiction between words and things, body and language, which is also
explored in terms of law, sexuality and Nature. Language and desire, Terry
Eagleton argues, are seen by Shakespeare as a kind of 'surplus' over and above
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the body, stable and social roles and a fixed human nature. But the attitude of the
plays to such a 'surplus' is profoundly ambivalent; if they admire it as the very
source of human creativity, they also fear its anarchic, trangressive force.
Underlying such ambiguities, the book convincingly shows, is a deeper ideological
struggle, between feudalist traditionalism on the one hand, and the emergence of
new forms of bourgeois individualism on the other. This book revels how, in the
light of our own contemporary theories of language, sexuality and society, we can
understand the issues present in Shakespeare's drama which previously have
remained obscure.
The Financial Crisis Inquiry Report, published by the U.S. Government and the
Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission in early 2011, is the official government report
on the United States financial collapse and the review of major financial
institutions that bankrupted and failed, or would have without help from the
government. The commission and the report were implemented after Congress
passed an act in 2009 to review and prevent fraudulent activity. The report details,
among other things, the periods before, during, and after the crisis, what led up to
it, and analyses of subprime mortgage lending, credit expansion and banking
policies, the collapse of companies like Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, and the
federal bailouts of Lehman and AIG. It also discusses the aftermath of the fallout
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and our current state. This report should be of interest to anyone concerned about
the financial situation in the U.S. and around the world.THE FINANCIAL CRISIS
INQUIRY COMMISSION is an independent, bi-partisan, government-appointed
panel of 10 people that was created to "examine the causes, domestic and global,
of the current financial and economic crisis in the United States." It was
established as part of the Fraud Enforcement and Recovery Act of 2009. The
commission consisted of private citizens with expertise in economics and finance,
banking, housing, market regulation, and consumer protection. They examined
and reported on "the collapse of major financial institutions that failed or would
have failed if not for exceptional assistance from the government."News Dissector
DANNY SCHECHTER is a journalist, blogger and filmmaker. He has been
reporting on economic crises since the 1980's when he was with ABC News. His
film In Debt We Trust warned of the economic meltdown in 2006. He has since
written three books on the subject including Plunder: Investigating Our Economic
Calamity (Cosimo Books, 2008), and The Crime Of Our Time: Why Wall Street Is
Not Too Big to Jail (Disinfo Books, 2011), a companion to his latest film Plunder
The Crime Of Our Time. He can be reached online at www.newsdissector.com.
Detective Isaac Bell's investigation into an attempted assassination brings him to
the construction site of the Panama Canal--and straight into a nest of vipers--in the
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latest adventure in the #1 New York Times-bestselling series from Clive Cussler.
Detective Isaac Bell's wife has said that he is always in the wrong place at the
right time. This is certainly the case when Bell thwarts the assassination of a U.S.
Senator shortly after meeting the man. This heroic rescue is just the start of the
mystery for Bell, who suspects that the would-be assassins have a much larger
and more dangerous agenda--one involving the nearly-constructed Panama
Canal. While the senator supports the building of the canal, there are many,
including a local Panamanian insurgency known as the Red Vipers, who never
want to see its completion. With millions of dollars and the fates of two nations at
stake, Bell heads to Panama to find answers. After a deadly bombing at the
canal's construction site, he is determined to stop the insurgents--or whoever is
funding them--before they can attack again.
The world's oil supply is vanishing, the stock market is plummeting, and the key to
saving the future seems to be a baffling historical mystery. Can the NUMA crew
crack it in time? Sea of Greed is the suspenseful new NUMA Files novels from the
#1 New York Times-bestselling grand master of adventure. After an explosion in
the Gulf of Mexico destroys three oil rigs trying to revive a dying field, Kurt Austin
and the NUMA Special Projects Team are tapped by the President of the United
States to find out what's gone wrong. The trail leads them to a brilliant billionaire in
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the alternative energy field. Her goal is the end of the oil age; her company has
spent billions developing the worlds' most advanced fuel-cell systems. But is she
an environmental hero...or a rogue genetic engineer? The NUMA crew discovers
that the oil fields are infected with bacteria that are consuming the oil before it can
be pumped out of the earth--a bacteria originally lost decades ago when two
submarines vanished in the Mediterranean. With hired killers on his trail, can Kurt
Austin locate a submarine that's remained hidden for more than fifty years? And
even if he can, can the biological terror that's been unleashed be stopped?
A Personal Narrative of People and Places
Blue Gold
Inca Gold
A Suspense Thriller
NUMA Files #9
The Oregon crew must work without their usual resources when a
rogue hacker empties their bank account in this action-packed
installment from the #1 New York Times–bestselling grand master of
adventure. When a bank heist during the Monaco Grand Priz
decimates the Corporation’s “offshore” account, Juan Cabrillo and the
crew of the Oregon find themselves unexpectedly vulnerable. Without
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his usual financial assets, Juan must trust a woman from his past, an
old friend from his days with the CIA, to help him keep his team safe.
Together, they’ll face a mysterious hacker with a brutal vendetta. It is
only after the hunt begins that the enormity of the plan comes into
focus: the bank theft is just the first step in a plot that will result in
the deaths of millions and bring the world’s economies to a standstill.
The catalyst for the scheme? A stunning document stolen during
Napoleon’s disastrous invasion of Russia. But two hundred years later,
it may be the thing that brings Europe to its knees.
Golding’s iconic 1954 novel, now with a new foreword by Lois Lowry,
remains one of the greatest books ever written for young adults and an
unforgettable classic for readers of any age. This edition includes a
new Suggestions for Further Reading by Jennifer Buehler. At the dawn
of the next world war, a plane crashes on an uncharted island,
stranding a group of schoolboys. At first, with no adult supervision,
their freedom is something to celebrate. This far from civilization they
can do anything they want. Anything. But as order collapses, as
strange howls echo in the night, as terror begins its reign, the hope of
adventure seems as far removed from reality as the hope of being
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rescued.
Clive Cussler's astounding Devil's Gate sees the return of Kurt Austin
and the NUMA team. Deep beneath the Eastern Atlantic Ocean lies an
extraordinary underwater burial ground of ships and planes . . .
Nearby, a Japanese cargo ship blows up without warning. Racing to
help, Kurt Austin and the NUMA team are beaten to the scene by
heavily armed pirates. But when the ruthless gang's own boat explodes
as they're making their escape, the men from NUMA are suddenly
plunged from a disaster into a mystery. Soon they uncover a scheme
involving the deadly ambitions of an African dictator, the creation of a
weapon of terrible power, a kidnapped CERN scientist and a deepwater graveyard holding a lost aircraft and its precious cargo. As a
terrifying and audacious plan to bring the world's major nations to
their knees is set in motion, only Kurt Austin - the right man, in the
right place, at the right time - can stop it . . . With Devil's Gate, UK
number one bestseller Clive Cussler shows us once more why he is the
grand master of adventure fiction. The ninth book in Clive Cussler's
bestselling NUMA Files series, Devils's Gate is a novel that will have
readers gripped right to the last page. Kurt Austin, hero of previous
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titles Medusa and The Navigator, must avert a disaster of global
proportions. Praise for Clive Cussler: 'Clive Cussler is the guy I read'
Tom Clancy 'The Adventure King' Sunday Express
It's the Grouchy Ladybug's 20th birthday. To celebrate, we are
introducing a new, larger format edition with brighter, more colorful
pages created from Eric Carle's original artwork using the latest
reproduction technology. The Grouchy Ladybug is bigger and brigher,
as irascible but irresistable as ever and will surely delight new
generations of readers, as well as her devoted fans of all ages. Happy
Birthday, Grouchy Ladybug!
The Grouchy Ladybug
Sahara
The Financial Crisis Inquiry Report
Oregon Files #9
William Shakespeare
Undersea adventurer Dirk Pitt faces the toughest challenge of his
life when he plunges into a deadly sea zone to rescue the gigantic
Starbuck, America's nuclear arsenal, while battling deep-sea
assassins. Reissue.
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It is up to Juan Cabrillo and the crew of his ship, the Oregon, to stop
a terrorist plot to release a deadly chemical weapon across the
globe in the explosive new novel in Clive Cussler's #1 New York
Times bestselling series. While interrupting an attack on a Kuwaiti
oil tanker, Juan Cabrillo and his team discover something even more
dangerous: a ruthless billionaire's dying wish has allowed a
paralyzing chemical to end up in the hands of a terrorist group.
When an Oregon crew member falls victim to the poison, Juan
Cabrillo will stop at nothing to find an antidote before it is too late.
He and his team must connect an ancient mystery with a cunning
modern enemy in order to save millions of innocent lives, including
their own.
Juan Cabrillo and his CIA-backed Oregon crew must beat opposing
factions to a discovery that could prevent World War III in this novel
in the #1 New York Times-bestselling series. In the remote wastes
of Greenland, a young scientist has unearthed an artifact hidden in
a cave for a millennium: a 50,000 year-old radioactive meteorite
known as the Sacred Stone. But the astounding find places him in
the crosshairs of two opposing groups who seek the stone for
themselves. One is a group of Muslim extremists who have stolen a
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nuclear device. With the power of the meteorite, they could
vaporize any city in the west. The other group is led by a
megalomaniacal industrialist who seeks to carry out the utter
annihilation of Islam itself. Caught between two militant factions
bent on wholesale slaughter, Juan Cabrillo and his crew must fight
to protect the scientist and the Sacred Stone—and prevent the
outbreak of World War III...
In the first novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling Oregon Files
series, Chairman Juan Cabrillo and his crew are hired by the US
government to free Tibet from Chinese control... The Corporation, a
group of highly intelligent and skilled mercenaries, under the
leadership of Juan Cabrillo, board a brand new ship. It's a state-ofthe-art seagoing marvel with unthinkable technology at its disposal.
And it's designed to look like a rusty old lumber hauler. But if
Cabrillo and his team plan to make this spy ship their new
headquarters, their first mission had better be a success. With the
secret backing of the US government, Cabrillo sets out to put Tibet
back in the hands of the Dalai Lama by striking a deal with the
Russians and the Chinese. His main negotiating chip is knowledge
of a golden Buddha containing records of vast oil reserves in the
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disputed land. But first, he'll have to locate—and steal—the allimportant artifact. And there are certain people who would do
anything in their power to see him fail...
Construction Project Scheduling and Control
Fast Food Nation
The Ark
The Lightning Stones
Taking Aim at the Brand Bullies

Juan Cabrillo and his crew aboard the Oregon take on modern-day pirates for a surprising
new client in this novel in the #1 New York Times-bestselling series. Cabrillo and his motley
crew aboard the clandestine spy ship Oregon have made a very comfortable and very
dangerous living working for high-powered Western interests. But their newest clients have
come from the Far East to ask for Cabrillo's special brand of assistance: a consortium of
Japanese shipping magnates whose fortunes are being threatened by brutal pirates trolling
the waters of Southeast Asia. Normally, such attacks on the high seas are limited to smaller
ships and foreign-owned yachts-easy targets on the open ocean. Now, however, giant
commercial freighters are disappearing. But when Cabrillo confronts the enemy, he learns
that the pirates' predations hide a deadly international conspiracy-a scheme of death and
slavery that Juan Cabrillo is going to blow out of the water.
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Stranded in the Sahara desert, Dirk Pitt and his friends uncover the truth about the fate of
1930s aviator Kitty Mannock and the secret behind Lincoln's assassination. Reissue.
An analysis of the invasion of our personal lives by logo-promoting, powerful corporations
combines muckraking journalism with contemporary memoir to discuss current consumer
culture
Clive Cussler’s New York Times bestselling Blue Gold, now available in ebook, is a heartpounding thriller in the NUMA adventure series. Kurt Austin navigates the Amazon jungle in
search of a legend that could change the path of science—but secretive powers will do
anything to stop him. From deep within the Venezuelan rain forest emanates the legend of a
white goddess and a mysterious tribe with startling technical accomplishments. Few believe
the tribe exists—and even fewer suspect its deity may hold knowledge that can change the
course of history. For National Underwater & Marine Agency crew leader Kurt Austin, an
investigation into the sudden deaths of rare whales leads him to the Mexican coast, where
someone tries to put him and his mini-sub permanently out of commission. Meanwhile, in
South America’s lush hills, a specially assigned NUMA crew turns up the white-goddess
legend—and a murderous cadre of bio-pirates intent on stealing medicinal secrets worth
millions. Soon Austin and his crew realize they’re working the opposite ends of the same
grand scheme. A billionaire California tycoon is poised to rise to power by monopolizing the
earth’s vastly depleted freshwater reserves and ultimately dominate the world. Austin has a
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hunch Venezuela’s mythical tribal goddess has some real roots in science, and may be the key
to locating a secret formula that could turn vast amounts of seawater into fresh. But with
each step into the bush, he and his NUMA team feel like fish out of water—and must fight a
deadly, twisting trail of enemies through a dense jungle of treachery, blackmail, and murder.
Devil's Gate
Mirage
A novel from the NUMA Files
Sea of Greed
The Stand
In 1991, the Oregon Council for the Humanities published The First
Oregonians, the only single-volume, comprehensive history of
Oregon's Native Americans. A regional bestseller, this collaborative
project between the council, Oregon tribes, and scholars served as an
invaluable reference for teachers, scholars, and general-interest
readers before it went out of print in 1996. Now revised and expanded
for a new generation of Oregonians, The First Oregonians provides a
comprehensive view of Oregon's native peoples from the past to the
present. In this remarkable volume, Oregon Indians tell their own
stories, with more than half of the book's chapters written by
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members of Oregon's nine federally recognized tribes. Chapters on
each tribe examine lifeways--from the traditional to the present day.
Using oral histories and personal recollections, these chapters vividly
depict not only a history of decimation and decline, but also a
contemporary view of cultural revitalization, renewal, and continuity.
The First Oregonians also includes essays exploring geography,
federal-Indian relations, language, and art written by prominent
Northwest scholars. And, as with the first edition, this new edition is
richly illustrated with almost two hundred photographs, maps, and
drawings. No other book offers as wide a variety of views and stories
about the historical and contemporary experience of Oregon Indians.
The First Oregonians is the definitive volume for all Oregonians
interested in the fascinating story of Oregon's first peoples.
Chairman of the Corporation Juan Cabrillo and his mercenary crew
steer theOregon into battle against a militant leader and his cult-like
followers in this #1 New York Times-bestselling series. Juan Cabrillo
and the crew of the covert combat ship Oregon have barely escaped a
mission on the Congo River when they intercept a mayday from a
defenseless boat under fire off the African coast. Still smarting from a
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weapons-trade gone bad and a double-cross, Cabrillo takes action. He
manages to save the beautiful Sloane Macintyre, who's on a mission of
her own, looking for a long-submerged ship that may hold a fortune in
diamonds. But what surprises Cabrillo is her story about a crazy
fisherman who claims to have been attacked on the open sea by giant
metal snakes in the same area. What begins as a snake hunt leads
Cabrillo onto the trail of a far more lethal quarry—a deranged militant
and his followers who plan to unleash the devastating power of nature
itself against all who oppose them.
Award-winning author Sandy Silverthorne and John Warner’s first
collection of one-minute mysteries has sold more than 100,000 copies,
and now the two offer more fun thinking puzzles for super-sleuths of
all ages. It’s an entertaining book for the whole family. Each one-page
mystery is illustrated with a hilarious cartoon that presents an obvious
(and obviously incorrect!) solution. Readers can turn to a page of
clues, each one revealing more information until the a-ha! moment
finally arrives. Sure to make folks scratch their heads and think
outside the box, this is the perfect book to pass the time or pep up a
party—good clean fun for anytime, anywhere, and anyone! Previously
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released as Return of the One-Minute Mysteries and Brain Teasers.
Dark Watch
Corsair
A Dirk Pitt Adventure
Plague Ship
The Jungle
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